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App Design

This application is an educational tool for middle and high school students on the supply chain

within the upper peninsula. It has various adjustable variables (nodes) within the supply chain to

see how the outcomes may change. The identified nodes used in the application will be the

supply node, distribution node, and demand node. Each node has the same function and the

factors affected will be budget, environmental impact, supply, and demand.

UI Domain

A supply chain learning web application

Heuristic Usability Principles

Visibility of system status

- Will, there be feedback given to users that the simulation is running once the users input

all the necessary information?

Match between system and real world

- Is the language used simple enough for users to understand, particularly those that are

younger (middle school users)?

Visibility

- How easy is it for individuals to see the text on the blue background? Are the node colors

easily distinguished?

Aesthetic and minimalist design

- Is the design visually appealing for 13-18-year-old students to use? The design has to

draw the users in and want them to keep using this application.
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- Will students with visual impairments (color blindness) be able to use the application

with ease?

Potential Usability Problems

- The buttons are the same color as the background this could cause some confusion for the

users. Additionally, there is a concern that some visually impaired students may struggle

with colors like these.

- The colors used on the paper prototype home page, options page, and how to play page

are not very visually appealing and very distracting. This could potentially irritate the

users.

- It does not seem to be an application for 13-18-year-olds it targets an audience that is

much older. Design should reflect the user group.

- The node colors are difficult to differentiate. There should be a more clear cut design and

layout of the gameplay site.

- Can students save a simulation and come back to it later without just exporting it? Is it

potentially necessary to have user profiles that save each user’s simulation particularly if

needed in the classroom setting?

Critical Usability Concerns

Interface Color Selection

- George is a student that suffers from color blindness. He is assigned a homework

assignment in which he has to submit various supply chain simulations using the supply
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chain simulator. When George attempts to use the simulator he cannot properly see the

words on the background properly as it is a bright blue color. He therefore can’t use the

simulator.

There is not enough appeal to the user group

- Mrs. Johnson's 8th-grade class is learning about supply chain. She decides to use the

supply chain simulator as a fun tool for her students to learn. Students are quite confused

about how to use the application and what the various nodes represent. They’re more

frustrated with the simulator than entertained.


